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Sarita specialises in intellectual property, marketing and consumer law, with a particular focus on
litigation and other contentious matters in these fields. She has represented clients in a number of
notable disputes involving claims of trademark, patent, and copyright infringement, as well as false
and misleading advertising and other forms of unfair competition.
In addition to handling contentious matters, Sarita provides clients with strategic legal advice in
relation to brand protection, as well as the planning and execution of product launches and marketing
campaigns. Moreover, she advises clients in various IP-related contractual matters.
Having previously worked as an in-house legal counsel for a leading telecommunications company in
Finland and as a legal technologist in Hannes Snellman’s Tech & Innovation team, Sarita also has
experience in a wide range of technology-related matters.

REFERENCES
· Counsel to Altia Plc in the merger of Altia Plc and Arcus ASA to form Anora Group, 2020

RANKINGS
· “I have had the pleasure of working with Sarita Schröder, who is very talented and has a keen
awareness for the business realities underpinning the legal considerations. It results in relevant,
on-time and actionable advice, whether the issue is a regulatory or a contentious one. When push
comes to shove, you will want Sarita in your corner.”, Intellectual Property, Legal 500, 2022
· “She is praised for her ‘constructive and actionable advice,’ which ‘always considers the realities of
businesses.’”, Intellectual Property, Chambers Europe, 2022
· “Schröder ‘has pragmatic strategies and provides advice that is accurate and actionable in the real
world – something that is immensely appreciated by in-house counsel. Sarita stays on top of the
latest legal developments, is super-bright and really sharp, too. Plus, she is very pleasant and
friendly to work with.’”, WTR 1000, 2022
· Ranked as a Rising Star, IP Stars, 2021
· “Sarita Schröder brings comfort to telecommunications companies thanks to her industry insight,
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proficiency in major disputes and ability to pack commercial value into the agreements she
brokers.”, IAM Patent 1000, 2021
Ranked as a Rising Star, Intellectual Property, Legal 500, 2021
“A respondent reports that Sarita Schröder is ‘very talented, nice to work with and understands well
the needs of our company.’”, Intellectual Property, Chambers Europe, 2021
“Sarita always finds the optimal business-oriented solutions through her flexibility and creative
thinking. She is practical and impressively responsive, and her analyses are spot on.”, WTR 1000,
2021
“Sarita Schröder is one of the leading IPR professionals in Finland and highly talented in all IPR
related matters. She pays attention to the smallest details but also sees the bigger picture clearly.
One can really trust her advice”, Legal 500, 2020
“Sarita Schröder of Hannes Snellman receives increasing recognition in the market for her broad
practice that includes patent and trade mark infringement, as well as IP issues related to
acquisitions”, Chambers Europe, 2020
“Sarita actively seeks the best solutions for her clients, whether it involves portfolio management or
litigation proceedings. She is someone you can rely on and her advice is top notch”, WTR 1000,
2020
“Sarita Schröder enters the rankings due to her growing visibility on trade mark infringement
matters. Sources state that she ‘explains legal matters well to clients,’ in addition to providing ‘indepth analysis’”, Chambers Europe, 2019
“‘Really solid and very bright’, Sarita Schröder can be counted on in complex infringement
proceedings. Equally adroit at handling large scale [trademark] portfolios”, WTR 1000, 2019
“A client describes Schröder as ‘extremely reliable’”, Managing Intellectual Property, IP Stars, 2018
“As a result of her in-house experience, she has developed a practical and business-oriented way of
doing things”, WTR 1000, 2018

PUBLICATIONS
· Hannes Snellman Fashion Law Review - Second Edition, 2021
· Hannes Snellman Fashion Law Review - First Edition, 2020
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Managing Associate, Hannes Snellman, 2020–
Legal Technologist, Hannes Snellman, January–May 2022
Senior Associate, Hannes Snellman, 2018–2020
Senior Associate, Co-Head of IP, Krogerus, 2017–2018
Master of Science (Econ. and Bus. Adm.), Intellectual Property Law, Hanken School of Economics,
2016
Senior Associate, Krogerus, 2015–2017
Legal Counsel, DNA, 2014–2015
Associate, Krogerus, 2010–2014
Master of Laws, University of Helsinki, 2010

